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Grant Vollmer, Sales Manager for the Vitrex EuroSan range, says the  
1 700 mm x 700 mm ‘Nueva Europa’, white, enamelled steel baths were 
supplied to Exquisite Pods (formely Swiftpod SA) which produced the 
prefabricated bathrooms at its new Boksburg factory. The bathrooms  
were subsequently delivered to the Sandton building site, craned and 
installed in position during the construction of the luxury hotel by  
G.D. Irons Construction.

Exquisite Pods  production facilities were set up locally by the  
German-based company as a direct response to the requests of major 
international hotel chains. “Exquisite Pods is a pioneer in the development 
of prefabricated bathrooms pods which are designed to hold and  
support a complete bathroom,” says Vollmer. “Bathrooms are one of  
the most problematic areas of hotel and apartment construction and  
are notorious for causing delays and loss of quality using traditional 
construction methods.”

Exquisite Pods is a lightweight self-supporting bathroom cell consisting 
of dry walling, ceiling, and floor supplied as a compact or modular 
construction system. The sanitary fixtures and fittings are ready-fitted on 
acceptance on site. The pods can be transported and then craned and 
wheeled into position, ready for installation and site hook-up within hours.

“Prefabricated bathrooms allow for faster construction by reducing the 
need for skilled labour on site. The system provides valuable time and cost 

savings over traditional bathroom building methods,” Vollmer stated.
Vitrex’s EuroSan baths are made from vitreous enamelled (“porcelain”) 

steel which, in turn, is produced by fusing three layers of glass to sheet 
steel at temperatures of over 800 degrees Celsius.

The absence of crevices and pores in the vitreous enamel surface 
inhibits the presence of mould and bacteria – this creates a more  
healthy and hygienic environment while also making the smooth  
surfaces very easy to clean. 

“The EuroSan bath surfaces are resistant to scratches, impervious  
to common chemicals so will not warp, deteriorate or discolour with  
time,” Vollmer added. “EuroSan baths, furthermore, are durable,  
non-combustible, and available in a wide range of colours.”

In addition to the Nueva Europa, the EuroSan range also includes  
the Dafne, a bath which has proven to be the most popular design in 
Europe over the last few years.

The EuroSan baths and shower trays are the only porcelain-coated steel 
baths and shower trays produced locally in South Africa.
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First bathroom pods 
in AfricaVitrex EuroSan baths were one of the key components of the 

prefabricated bathrooms installed in the new 5-star Radisson Blu SAS 

Hotel in Sandton. The prefab bathroom pods are the first of their kind to 

be produced in Africa.

One of the Nueva Europa baths supplied by Vitrex for the new 5-star Radisson Blu SAS Hotel in Sandton


